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Overview


EPA’s goal is to ensure that the State and the Borough successfully
implement programs to guarantee healthy air for all citizens in the
Fairbanks Nonattainment Area, as soon as feasible.



EPA supports the Borough and the State in a variety of ways:





Sharing Successes from other areas with particulate issues



Technical Support to help develop their air quality plans



Funding Support for air quality program elements



Key Controls Focus

EPA’s Perspective

Sharing Successes
Wintertime wood smoke issues during inversion conditions is a recurring
issue in the Pacific Northwest. It poses a difficult challenge for any area,
especially in Alaska.
 The good news is that we have seen areas dealing with this issue have
been able reduce emissions and attain the standard.
 We will continue to connect the Borough with communities who are
successfully addressing this issue. You will hear from a few them at this
Forum & Expo.
 Keys to Success:




Wood smoke controls: Effective curtailment program, woodstove
changeout program, transition to cleaner fuels/appliances.



Strong Leadership.



Community empowerment. Emissions can only be reduced by members
within the community.

Sharing
Successes
Oakridge,

Oregon



~3,200 people, Low income



Wood Smoke driven PM2.5

Control

Strategy Highlights

Curtailment program with additional
code enforcer and compliance
assistance
 Leadership support from the Mayor
 Changeouts, minor component
 Options include EPA certified
wood, pellets, ductless heat
pumps, or oil/propane/electric
 Natural gas not available
 Most homes use wood or electric


Attaining the standard BUT not
redesignated to Attainment area

Sharing Successes
Klamath

Falls

 ~48,000 people



Wood smoke driven PM2.5

Control

Strategy Highlights

Curtailment

Program

Woodstove

Change outs



Natural gas, electric, geothermal available



Most homes use wood or electric based systems

Local

Advisory Committee

Involvement

of Economic Development District

changeout

Attaining the standard BUT not redesignated to
*Attainment area*

Sharing Successes
Transition to Cleaner Fuels
Low Cost, Low Effort Controls


Dry Wood = Fewer Emissions (and Less Wasted Energy/Wood to Burn off
moisture)



Burning Hot = Fewer Emissions



Get Reacquainted with your stove to Optimize Operation

Check Out Burn Wise - https://www.epa.gov/burnwise

Insulate / Weatherize Homes

Technical Support


EPA has been working with ADEC and the Borough since 2009 to
support development of the attainment plans, moderate and serious.



EPA provides technical guidance on:





Emissions inventories



Photochemical grid modeling for air shed characterization



Controls evaluation and selection



Monitoring and Data analysis

EPA provides policy guidance on statutory provisions in the Clean Air
Act and regulatory provisions in our particulate matter rules. Ex.
identify attainment plan requirements(CAA), review plan
components (PM Implementation rules), review rules and ordinances
for inclusion in the SIP.

Technical Support

Technical Support
Our technical folks also help

remind us why we do this work!

Funding Support
EPA provides funding that supports the Fairbanks air quality effort in the
following ways:


“105” EPA grant funding. In 2016 $714,000 was allocated to Fairbanks.
EPA provides funding via the 105 grant program annually



FY16 Targeted Air Shed grant. EPA awarded $2,477,250 to improve air
quality in Fairbanks. Funding will support the woodstove changeout
programs in the Borough. The FY17 Targeted Air Shed grant
announcement was released this summer and Fairbanks is again one of
the eligible applicants.



FY 16 PM2.5 air quality monitoring grant funding & FY16 multipurpose air
grant funding. Over $200,000 was allocated to Fairbanks in 2016.

Key Controls Focus


Fairbanks’ attainment strategy will be focused on ways to reduce
emissions from residential home heating.



We are working to support the efforts especially as related to:


Curtailment Program – Community Adoption



Cleaner Appliances – Woodstove and Hydronic Heater Upgrades



Cleaner Fuels – Ultra Low Sulfur Fuel, Propane, and Natural Gas


Especially during Curtailments



If wood is the only option, burn dry and burn hot

EPA’s Perspective


This problem is most effectively solved locally. Burn clean and switch
to cleaner fuels and appliances.



Success in Fairbanks largely will be determined by the citizens of
Fairbanks. Everyone needs to pitch in for this to work.



Government has a role too, including efforts to bring reasonably
priced alternatives like natural gas to the Borough.



Cooperative work between the Borough, the State, and EPA is the
most efficient way toward supporting the community solve this
problem.

Attainment – it typically is a long
road….


Moderate Area Plans –

Reasonably Available Control Measures and Technologies



Serious Area Plans –

Best Available Control Measures and Technologies



Serious Area Plans
with Extension –

Best Available Control Measures and Technologies &
Most Stringent Measures



5% Plan -

All of the Above + 5% reduction in emissions per year

Let’s focus on where we are now!

Where are we now?
Attainment Plans


The moderate area plan was recently approved.



A serious area plan is due.


The new plan will need to be more rigorous to provide the community
and the Borough the ability to reduce emissions and improve air quality.



We are focused on supporting the state and the Borough as they
develop and implement the plan components.

2017 Targeted Air Shed Grants –
Request for Applications due October 18, 2017

We are making progress




Leadership from Mayor Kassel and the Assembly


Improved Curtailment Ordinance



Implementation of Curtailment Program



Continued funding for Woodstove and Hydronic Heater change outs



Community Monitoring Program



The Borough and Community continue to look for opportunities to
reduce emissions

Serious area plan


Supporting the plan development



Focused on THIS plan.

Where the challenge is
greatest, we see positive
signals


This past winter (2016-2017) had more cold,
stagnant days than past couple years



And:


The air quality at the North Pole Fire Station
continued to improve



The air quality in downtown Fairbanks didn’t
get worse.

Variability Happens


Weather – the frequency and intensity of inversions varies.



Behaviors – people engage in a wide range of behaviors in:


planning ahead (to obtain a supply of dry wood)



installing and operating wood stoves efficiently



using other forms of heat and complying with burn bans



Fuel costs – the cost of fuels varies and can affect decisions
about how to heat.



Fuel availability – the cleanest fuels, including propane, ultra
low sulfur fuel, and natural gas may not be readily available

Stay Focused


Focus on what variables within your control:
 Changing behaviors
 Promoting the availability to cleaner fuels.



Design regulations that provide a safety with a level of
confidence.



Enhance ability to reduce emissions through improved
implementation via tracking compliance, refining program,
updating regulations.



Evaluate all options and focus on those that make sense for local
conditions.

Closing Thoughts


Communities with strong leadership succeed.



Your actions to reduce emissions are improving
air quality.



Burn clean, work with the Borough, and switch to
cleaner fuel and appliances.



EPA remains committed to supporting the efforts
of the Borough and the State towards reducing
emissions

